Experimental demonstration of multi-cavity optoelectronic oscillation over a multicore fiber
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Abstract: We report, for the first time to our knowledge, the experimental demonstration of multi-cavity optoelectronic oscillators where the cavities are provided by the different cores of a multicore fiber. We implemented two multi-cavity architectures over a 20-m-long 7-core fiber link: unbalanced dual-cavity oscillation (the cavity lengths are a multiple of a reference value) and multi-cavity Vernier oscillation (the cavity lengths are slightly different). Since all the cavities are hosted under a single fiber cladding and are subject to the same environmental and mechanical conditions, optoelectronic oscillators built upon multicore fibers benefit from improved performance stability as compared to independent singlemode fiber cavities.
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1. Introduction

Space division multiplexing technologies emerged as a solution to the problem of the capacity saturation of conventional single-mode fibers [1]. In particular, multicore fibers (MCFs) offer a compact medium to transmit several data signals simultaneously by providing multiple spatial paths. Despite MCFs were initially envisioned in the context of core and metro optical networks, they can also be applied to a wider range of application fields including radio access networks and multiple antenna connectivity, multi-parameter fiber sensing and Microwave Photonics signal processing [2–4]. Radiofrequency (RF) signal processing applications, such as microwave signal filtering, beamsteering in phased array antennas and arbitrary waveform generation, can benefit as well from the performance stability resulting from hosting all the signal samples under the same cladding, providing the same environmental and mechanical conditions for all the light paths. This advantage is particularly interesting in the case of multi-cavity optoelectronic oscillators (OEOs) [5–10,13–15], where the multiple cavities can be brought together by exploiting the spatial diversity of MCFs.

Introduced by Yao and Maleki in a single-cavity configuration [5], OEOs can generate RF signals with a low linewidth in a feedback-loop structure. A high spectral purity in single-cavity OEOs requires a long fiber loop, what translates into a large number of oscillation modes that are separated by a small frequency period. The selection of one oscillating frequency will thus require very selective RF filters. Dual-cavity OEOs were conceived to alleviate this narrowband RF filter requirement [6]. Particularly in [6], a short loop provides the required spectral separation between oscillating modes while a long loop is mainly responsible for the spectral purity. In general, the oscillation modes of a multi-cavity OEO are those where the oscillation frequencies of all the cavities in isolation overlap. On the other hand, the overall quality factor (and thus the spectral purity) is proportional to the sum of the cavity lengths weighted by the relative optical powers carried over them [7]. The number of loops can actually be generalized to an arbitrary number [7,8,13,14]. The work reported in [7] demonstrated 3-cavity OEOs by using 3 different fiber links whose lengths were multiple of a given reference value. In [8], we proposed and evaluated theoretically the implementation of multi-cavity OEOs where the cavities were provided by the different cores of the MCF.

We report here, for the first time to our knowledge, the experimental demonstration of multi-cavity OEOs implemented over a commercial homogeneous 7-core fiber. Two different architectures are demonstrated: unbalanced dual-cavity operation, where the cavity lengths are a multiple of a given reference value; and multi-cavity Vernier operation, where the cavity lengths are slightly different by exploiting the Vernier effect [9].

2. Experimental setup

We use a 20-m-long homogeneous 7-core fiber as the hosting medium for the multiple cavities that compose the OEO. This MCF, which is provided by Fibercore, is characterized by a cladding diameter of 125 µm, a core separation of 35 µm and a core mode field diameter of 6.4 µm. The fan-in/fan-out devices are provided by Optoscribe and have a maximum level of insertion loss of 2.5 dB in each way, including additional 1-dB losses due to the MCF splices. The measured intercore crosstalk, considering both the fan-in/fan-out devices and the MCF, is lower than −50 dB, low enough to assure independent cavity transmission.

2.1 Dual-cavity unbalanced OEO

As theoretically presented in [8], dual-cavity unbalanced OEO operation can be implemented in an N-core MCF if \( k_1 \) cores \((k_1 < N/2)\) are linked to form the short cavity while the remaining \( N-k_1 \) cores comprise the long cavity. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for dual-cavity unbalanced operation, where 3 different configurations were implemented: 1- and 6-core cavities \((k_1 = 1)\) corresponding to 20- and 120-m cavities; 2- and 5-core cavities \((k_1 = 2)\) corresponding to 40- and 100-m cavities; and 3- and 4-core cavities \((k_1 = 3)\) corresponding
to 60- and 80-m cavities. To compensate for the optical losses, mainly due to the fan-in/fan-out devices, optical amplification stages of 20 and 40 dB were included, respectively, in the short and long loops. A 1-nm-bandwidth optical filter is placed at each loop before photodetection to suppress the residual phase noise of the Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs). After detection and RF amplification, a tunable RF filter centered at 4.5 GHz with a bandwidth of 5 MHz allows for single-mode oscillation. A power splitter is set at the output of the RF filter to allow the continuous monitoring of the RF spectrum. The cavity gain control is carried out by placing variable optical attenuators (VOAs) before photodetection.

2.2 Multi-cavity Vernier OEO

A multi-cavity Vernier OEO can be implemented by using the $N$ cores of the MCF as the corresponding $N$ cavities that compose the oscillator. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup used to build a 3-cavity Vernier OEO with the 7-core fiber. Since we use a homogeneous MCF, the slightly different delays of the cavities can be obtained by adding an incremental length $\Delta L$ to each cavity, which can be done compactly by properly designing the physical length of each fan-in/fan-out arm [8]. For simplicity, we have used a 3-m standard singlemode fiber to produce the required incremental delay between cavities, and variable delay lines (VDLs) to finely adjust the length difference between cavities. Again, 20-dB optical amplification is included in each loop to compensate the insertion losses of the fan-in/fan-out devices. Once the signals have been photodetected, coupled together and amplified, a 4.4 to 5.0 GHz tunable RF filter with a 30-MHz bandwidth selects the desired oscillation frequency.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Oscillation frequencies

The oscillation frequencies of a multi-loop OEO verify $f_o = n_i/\tau_i$, for $n_i = 1, 2, \ldots$, where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$, being $N$ the number of cavities, and $\tau_i$ is the time delay experienced in each cavity $i$ including both the optical and the RF delays. In general, the resulting OEO oscillating modes
are those where the oscillation frequencies of all the cavities in isolation overlap. If the positive integers $n_i$ are multiple of $n_1$ (where $n_1$ corresponds to the shortest cavity), the OEO oscillating frequencies coincide with the ones of the shortest cavity. For dual-loop unbalanced operation, the oscillation frequencies must verify for both the short and the long loops

$$f_o = \frac{m}{k_1 \tau_g L + \tau_g}, \quad f_o = \frac{n}{(N - k_1) \tau_g L + \tau_g}, \quad m, n = 1, 2, \ldots, \quad (1)$$

where $\tau_g$ is the group delay per unit length of a single core of the MCF, $L$ its length ($L = 20$ m), $N$ the total number of cores ($N = 7$), while $\tau_S$ and $\tau_L$ are the residual time delays external to the MCF in the short and long cavities, respectively. In a similar way, the oscillation frequencies for the Vernier configuration verify [8],

$$f_o = \frac{n}{\Delta \tau}, \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots, \quad (2)$$

being $\Delta \tau$ the incremental delay between cavities that produces the Vernier effect.

Figure 3 illustrates the measured RF oscillation spectra for the 3 dual-cavity unbalanced configurations around a central frequency of 4.5 GHz: (a, d) 1- and 6-core cavities ($k_1 = 1$); (b, e) 2- and 5-core cavities ($k_1 = 2$) and (c, f) 3- and 4-core cavities ($k_1 = 3$). The upper figures (a-c) show the spectrum of each individual cavity in isolation and the lower figures (d-f) the spectra for the dual-loop OEOs, each one for 3 consecutive oscillating frequencies given by 3 different frequency tuning positions of the RF filter (blue, yellow and orange curves). We see how the oscillating frequencies correspond to those modes that are, at the same time, fulfilling the oscillation conditions in the short and long loops, leading to a dual-loop spectrum periodicity of 6.7, 11.4, and 11.3 MHz, respectively for $k_1 = 1, 2$ and 3.

We have also measured the oscillation frequencies of the 2- and 3-cavity Vernier OEOs. Figure 4(a) illustrates the measured spectrum for each isolated cavity, where we see, as expected, that the oscillation condition is not fulfilled as the open loop gain of each cavity is less than unity. With the help of the VDL placed at the first and second cavities, we matched the oscillating modes of all cavities at the frequency located near 4.494 GHz. The resulting spectrum of the oscillating mode at 4.494 GHz for both the 2- and 3-loop OEOs are compared in Fig. 4(b). An important reduction of 10 dB is observed at the spurious peaks corresponding
to the minor oscillating modes of the single cavities when increasing the number of cavities to 3. After finely adjusting the delay of each cavity, the single-loop delays are 499.2, 482.9, and 466.6 ns, respectively, for isolated cavities 1, 2 and 3. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show 3 consecutive oscillating modes for the 2- and 3-loop Vernier configuration, respectively. As expected from Eq. (2), both the 2- and 3-cavity FSRs are identical with a value of 61 MHz. The 30-MHz RF filter bandwidth is then, by far, sufficiently narrow to allow single-mode oscillation for the Vernier OEO. We observe that increasing the number of cavities reduces the level of the minor oscillating modes of the single cavities.

![Fig. 4. Experimental oscillation spectra of a multi-cavity Vernier OEO using a 20-meter 7-core fiber for (a) each of the 3 cavities in isolation, (b) dual- versus triple-loop configurations, and 3 consecutive oscillation frequencies for (c) dual- and (d) triple-loop OEOs.](image)

### 3.2 Phase noise

The measured phase noise spectrum for a representative case ($k_1 = 2$) of the unbalanced OEO is shown in the left part Fig. 5. As expected from [8], the measured phase noise of all 3 unbalanced configurations behave similarly. A phase noise around $-90$ dBc/Hz is achieved at a 10-kHz offset from the carrier, while it is downshifted below $-125$ dBc/Hz above 1 MHz. The high level of phase noise for frequency offsets below 10 kHz can be explained by different causes. First, possible fluctuations of the pump current applied to the EDFA may contribute to the phase noise in the low-frequency region [10]. This is particularly important in the long cavity since it requires a double-stage EDFA. Moreover, the phase noise performance is degraded by fluctuations that may occur in both fiber loops and the RF delay, as well as by the lack of proper temperature stabilization. The spurs observed for frequency offsets above 1 MHz, corresponding to the minor oscillation modes, are below $-95$ dBc/Hz.

The right part of Fig. 5 shows the measured phase noise spectrum of both 2- and 3-cavity Vernier OEO configurations, which exhibit very similar responses. In both cases, a $-85$ dBc/Hz phase noise level is observed at a 10-kHz offset from the carrier, while it decreases down to $-130$ dBc/Hz for a 1-MHz offset. The main difference is the 10-dB reduction in the spurious peak level above 1 MHz (i.e., the minor oscillating modes of the single cavities) when the number of cavities increases from 2 to 3, as reported in [13,14]. This fact is related to the spectral purity of the oscillating mode, as we theoretically evaluated in [8].

Although the phase noise values of both unbalanced and Vernier schemes are, in principle, not comparable to those reported for ultra-low phase noise OEOs [11], they can be reduced by using low-residual phase noise components (RF amplifiers and photodetectors) and by reducing the optical losses and thus suppressing the need for optical amplifiers. In
addition, the phase noise performance can be improved if we use a laser with lower RIN and higher optical power, a Mach-Zehnder modulator with a lower $V_{\pi}$ value or a photodiode with better responsivity [11]. Although the use of 1-nm-bandwidth optical filtering reduces the ASE noise induced by the EDFAs, we still observe a considerable noise level. This is observed more clearly in the unbalanced configuration since a double-stage EDFA amplification is placed in the long loop. In the multi-cavity Vernier OEO, the spectral purity of the oscillation can be improved by increasing the number of cavities, while the phase noise level can be further diminished increasing the MCF length. As opposed to single-cavity OEOs, this will not alter the FSR of the OEO that will actually be preserved by the Vernier effect, as Eq. (2) shows. In contrast, the unbalanced OEO could not benefit from a fiber length increase since it is configured using a relatively small number of cores and, therefore, it is inherently linked to shorter cavity lengths to avoid the use of RF filters with extremely high selectivity. In that case, by increasing the number of cores up to 32, such as the latest reported dense-core MCFs [12], the length of the long cavity could be considerably increased as compared to the short one, improving as a consequence the phase noise performance.

4. Conclusions

By exploiting the spatial diversity inherent to MCFs, we have demonstrated, for the first time to our knowledge, the implementation of multi-cavity OEOs where the different optical loops are provided by the different cores of the MCF. A set of OEOs has been experimentally proved over a commercial 7-core fiber using both unbalanced 2-cavity and multi-cavity Vernier OEO operation. Since all the cavities are hosted within the same cladding, this approach provides a fiber integrated medium for enhancing the OEO relative stability against environmental and mechanical fluctuations. Microwave Photonics will benefit from the compactness and spatial parallelism of the reported OEOs that allow high-spectral purity oscillation using moderate cavity lengths around 20 m without the need of selective RF filters. We must take into account that the requirement for loss compensation by means of EDFA amplification might compromise the potential feature of reduced footprint. This can be circumvent by replacing the EDFAs by compact reflective semiconductor optical amplifiers, by reducing the optical losses or by introducing an optical source emitting higher optical power. In addition, in the particular case of the dual-loop OEOs, polarization modulation and multiplexing could be used to improve the length and polarization stabilities, as well as to reduce the cost and the residual phase noise since a single photodetector is used for both cavities [15].
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